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Stagnating SUNY Oneonta Salaries:
The State of Full-Time Faculty Salaries at Oneonta
By Rob Compton, Vice President for Academics
Introduction: The Sign of What’s to Come
There is no question that both new and veteran faculty members are having an
increasingly difficult time making ends meet. UUP has in particular noted that PT
Salary needs to be increased because the stagnation in PT pay is correlated with
similar situation with full-time pay. UUP faculty members are professionals and
increasingly more is asked of them in terms of teaching, research and service. At
the same time, we are now entering into a contract with severely limited opportunities for base pay to keep up with inflation. This article examines our salaries in
comparison to our benchmark institutions and notes that we are near the defined
bottom within SUNY and among comparable institutions. It will also examine the
drivers of our comparatively low salary and suggest an action plan to remedy
problems associated with our current state of salaries.
“Excellence” cannot be achieved on the cheap and
continued salary stagnation will only continue to
erode morale, negatively affect recruitment and
retention, and lead to an exodus of our most qualified faculty. Many professors on the Oneonta camSimons and Compton at Fenway Park
pus are actively looking for other job opportunities.
This makes me sad and it is a tragedy in the making.

Many professors on the
Oneonta campus are
actively looking for
other job opportunities.
This makes me sad and
it is a tragedy in the
making.

The Governor’s Office of Employee Relations, represented by Joe Bress, negotiated
contracts with all the unions including CSEA, PEF, and UUP. Now
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Stagnating SUNY Oneonta Salaries: The State of Full-Time Faculty Salaries at Oneonta (continued)
Our salaries are headed for continued stagnation based on this contract
unless something is done. Since 2000, the average salary, which includes
COLA and merit has not kept up with inflation, much less our colleagues’
pay at sister institutions.

It was not apparent that the
power brokers were advocating
for SUNY employees.

The State of Our Salaries
As suggested by Table 1 below, Oneonta average salary by rank is among the lowest in SUNY. In contrast to our
benchmark institutions, we lag behind considerably. This is not a new problem, but a persistent one that is growing.
It is a problem compounded by low extra service pay, persistently low summer school pay, and no payment whatsoever for independent studies during the academic year. These are outside the purview of the contract and are uniformly low in the SUNY system.

Table 1. Benchmarking FT Faculty Salaries: A Comparison
College

Full Professors

Associate Professors

Assistant Professors

U Massachusetts-Lowell

$127,900

$99,100

$82,300

Penn St U-IIA Campuses

$118,600

$94,100

$78,900

Clarion U Pennsylvania

$102,800

$81,800

$64,200

Millersville U Pennsylvania

$102,700

$82,200

$62,600

Kutztown U Pennsylvania

$102,500

$80,400

$60,200

Penn St U-IIB Campuses

$102,100

$80,900

$66,000

SUNY Coll-Old Westbury

$97,800

$80,500

$76,400

SUNY Coll-Brockport

$96,900

$74,800

$60,200

SUNY-New Paltz

$96,500

$73,300

$58,100

SUNY Coll-Buffalo

$92,200

$75,100

$63,800

SUNY-Purchase Coll

$91,800

$74,200

$56,300

SUNY Coll-Oswego

$90,600

$70,500

$56,600

SUNY Coll-Geneseo

$89,800

$70,400

$56,300

SUNY-Fredonia

$88,700

$67,100

$54,700

SUNY Coll-Plattsburgh

$87,900

$68,100

$55,500

Westfield State U

$87,700

$70,500

$60,400

SUNY Coll-Cortland

$86,500

$66,200

$57,000

SUNY Coll-Oneonta

$85,500

$66,700

$57,200

SUNY Coll-Potsdam

$79,600

$63,200

$51,200
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Stagnating SUNY Oneonta Salaries: The State of Full-Time Faculty Salaries at Oneonta (continued)
It is no longer cheap to live in Oneonta. As gas prices have increased and the peripheral towns and villages continue
to lag, Oneonta serves as a regional housing, transportation, and service hub. Coupled with an increase in the number of students and faculty and staff hired at Oneonta over the past decade, the increases in housing costs have outstripped inflation. It is the norm that new faculty rent apartments for about $700 a month and manage large student
loan debts, usually in excess of $100,000.
In general, faculty salaries throughout the country have stagnated and benefits curtailed in the past five years. The
short-term prognosis for our salaries is not favorable. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the future holds any
panaceas. Over the next four years, we cannot dismiss the possibility of a recession and with that, the dark cloud
over state finances may negatively affect the results of state support. Many states, including ours have very volatile
and uncertain revenue projections. Raising taxes across the board remains an unattractive remedy. Other competing demands for state funds and the deteriorating fiscus of the federal government may add further downward
pressure. Coupled with relentless financial pressures on comprehensive institutions such as ours and a re-orientation
toward the R-1 institutions in SUNY, the prospects for a “pot of gold” in 2016 are not to be assumed.

Why Our Salaries are Low
Oneonta salaries have never been on the high range. Generally, our salaries were at the median. Many of us have
taken less salary to come to Oneonta. I certainly did because I found the area attractive and the benefits good.
Newer faculty starting in Tier VI will have to contribute to their retirements for the duration of their employment and
at increasingly higher percentages based on salary levels. Health insurance increases will also take a larger percentage of new faculty salaries because it is fixed amount for faculty earning over $40,000+ change.
Oneonta once had a low cost of living. However, with the rise in energy prices in the past decade coupled with a dramatic increase in property taxes, the latter often greater than that in other states, Oneonta can no longer be considered a low cost area. Income taxes, property taxes, and sales tax, much of which supports SUNY and the local infrastructure not only cannot be easily increased but are currently among the highest in the country. Both Upstate New
York and New York State never fully recovered from the 9-11 attacks. The earlier “go-go” growth was a mirage.
Meanwhile just like during the “Roaring Twenties” when agricultural regions experienced acute problems, upstate
New York has continued to decline and lose population for the past thirty years. The loss of population in upstate
New York led to fewer tax payers and depressed housing values in some areas. Local governments had to increase
their assessment rate to make up the losses in revenue and state aid. Thus, residents in upstate New York have experienced wages not keeping up with rising expenses in areas.
Meanwhile, in higher education, the number of adjuncts increased significantly. At Oneonta, somewhere in the neighborhood of 40% of the
faculty are part-time. In 1995, PT salary was $1950 a course. In 2013 it
is $2500. I remember then Chair of Political Science, Paul Conway,
offered me a job to teach one course. He told me that the College was
embarrassed to offer such a low salary. Based on Consumer Price Index
(CPI), the $1950 is equivalent to $2900 in 2012. Yet the starting salary
for PT faculty is only $2500 today. The failure of the higher education
market is such that less than a third of the faculty nation-wide are fulltime tenure track. With weak and complicit regional accrediting bodies,
this trend will continue. Low adjunct salary makes it difficult to raise fulltime salaries.

I remember then Chair of Political
Science, Paul Conway, offered me a
job to teach one course. He told me
that the College was embarrassed to
offer such a low salary. Based on
Consumer Price Index (CPI), the
$1950 is equivalent to $2900 in
2012. Yet the starting salary for PT
faculty is only $2,500 today.

The erosion of state support for higher education throughout the country is privatizing a public good and transforming it into a private good. As administrative salaries and positions continue to increase along with the reliance on
poorly paid adjuncts, management must find ways to squeeze out efficiency in their systems. Thus, there is a tendency to resort to “bean counting” and methods to keep salaries in check.
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Stagnating SUNY Oneonta Salaries: The State of Full-Time Faculty Salaries at Oneonta (continued)
Specific to Oneonta, why are salaries low? First, the union at Oneonta has been instrumental in decreasing full-time
teaching load from 4-4 to 4-3 and activating page 24 of the College Handbook that allows for further reductions on a
case-by-case basis. We have worked with the administration to seek increases in PT salaries. Nonetheless, our
starting salaries are $2,000 to $4,000 below many of our benchmark institutions. Given the power of compounding,
the impact of $4000 over a thirty year career, assuming a 3% inflationary COLA would be over $8000.
Our promotional increments have not changed. I don’t know when they
last increased. Promotion to associate professor merits $2500 and
promotion to full professor results in a $3000 increase. Assuming that
the promotional increases kept up with CPI, that $2000 in 2000 would be
equal to $3292 in 2012. Meanwhile for full professors, the increase
based on the Statistical Abstracts of the United States, would be $3951 in
2012. It is not surprising that our salaries have not increased and salary
compression is the rule. According to the 2013 AAUP Salary Survey,
Oneonta salaries in all three ranks are below the median (i.e., Professor
@ 41%; Associate Professor @ 35%; and Assistant Professor @ 32% of
median). In other words, the more junior the rank is, the lower the
percentile. Our salaries are not competitive and that promotes turnover,
low morale, and the loss of our best job applicants to other institutions.

Our promotional increments have
not changed. I don’t know when
they last increased. Promotion to
associate professor merits $2500
and promotion to full professor
results in a $3000 increase.
Assuming that the promotional
increases kept up with CPI, that
$2000 in 2000 would be equal to
$3292 in 2012. Meanwhile for full
professors, the increase based on
the Statistical Abstracts of the
United States, would be $3951 in
2012.

Table 2. Problems and Solutions Related to Low Salaries
Problem
Low Salaries

Current situation
Equity study to be
conducted in Sept.

Salary Compression

Equity Study,
examination of
promotional increments

PT salaries

Equity study

Summer salary, extra
service pay, internship
supervision and
independent study
during the year

Summer salary and
extra service pay not
increased despite
tuition increases.
Internship supervision
and independent study
during the academic
year gratis.
Dept. centered $800
plus reduced levels of
Provost funds. $1500
for new faculty a plus.

Faculty Development
Funds for Research

Solution
Benchmark study and
inclusion of salary
adjustment priorities in
the College’s Strategic
Plan
Increase promotional
increments, conduct
equity study, then index
promotional increases to
CPI.
Increase starting PT
salary, create career
path, and increase all PT
salary by 25%.
Index summer pay and
extra service pay to
tuition increase.

Responsibility
Office of Equity and
Inclusion, Office of
Institutional Assessment
and Effectiveness, and
Senior Administration
See above

Streamline processes and
increase funds. Simply
application processes.

See above plus
College Advancement

See above

See above plus
Continuing Education
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Stagnating SUNY Oneonta Salaries: The State of Full-Time Faculty Salaries at Oneonta (continued)
What is to be Done?
Employers of choice increasingly realize that they must figure out effective strategies, including compensation
packages to recruit and retain the best work-force. Invariably, a lot centers on money, but direct compensation is
not necessarily the only avenue to increase the financial well-being of faculty. The table below notes some areas
where improvements need to occur in order for this college to become an employer of choice.
As noted in Table 2, there is significant work that must be done. UUP will work with administration to consider
ways to address issues of salary compression, stagnation, and its failure to keep up benchmark institutions. UUP
Oneonta will increase its legislative outreach, enrich the academic lives of our members through creating collaborative research opportunities, including applications for grants. We will work with statewide UUP for increased
funding for the Drescher Affirmative Action Leave program and the Individual Development Awards (IDA). Align
with UUP, and please activate yourself in service to the College, colleagues, students. To do nothing is to accept
defeat and devolution toward mediocrity.

RETRENCHMENT: From: UUP Policy Manual – Founding Principles (pages 4-7)
By Bill Simons, Chapter President
On some SUNY campuses, including our own, UUP members may be approached to serve on committees that will
examine “solutions to the SUNY crisis.” Frequently, these committees evolve into groups meant to “Rubber
Stamp" administrative plans to eliminate faculty or staff jobs and/or to increase workload. Bottom-line advice: do
not throw others under the bus. Excerpts from The UUP Policy Manual-Founding Principles, pp 4-7, appear below
and make clear UUP’s position.
That the policy of UUP shall be to oppose all layoffs from faculty and staff positions at the State University
except those occasioned by retirement or termination for cause;
That UUP strongly recommend to members of the faculty and staff of the State University that they not participate in campus or statewide efforts to identify programs, departments, other units or individuals for retrenchment inasmuch as such efforts can only produce dissension and disunity among colleagues at the sacrifice of academic integrity; and,
That UUP strongly urge the Chancellor’s Commission on Priorities to devote its attention to identifying new
and needed programs to serve the educationally by-passed groups in the State, to respond to the variety of
unmet
educational, cultural and social needs of the State, and to insure that the State maintain the invaluable resource of a highly-trained staff of professional resources; and,
That UUP establish with the Chancellor or other appropriate authorities means to insure that any shifting or
cutting of resources not damage efforts to develop a meaningful affirmative action program; and,
That UUP use every available means, within and outside the framework of the contract, to implement these
policies, in particular, to join with student and community groups and organized labor in pursuing the objectives of this resolution.
DA: 10/10/75
That UUP use all its bargaining power (and leverage available from its parent organizations) to have established a no-layoff policy in the State University – any reduction of personnel to be accomplished only by attrition.
DA: 09/15/78
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RETRENCHMENT: From: UUP Policy Manual – Founding Principles (pages 4-7) (continued)
That UUP use the full weight of its political and publicity resources, in addition to its use of the grievance
process, to prevent further retrenchments; that every effort be made to compel administrators to prove the existence of unavoidable financial exigency, with an insistence that reallocation of resources, reorganization, cyclical
deadlines in enrollments and other spurious justifications are simply unacceptable as cause for retrenchments;
that UUP unilaterally announce that it will protest and seek to prevent any hiring of new faculty at an institution
undergoing retrenchment; that UUP demand that the Chancellor of SUNY in conjunction with UUP Central develop
uniform guidelines concerning retrenchment in labor/management meetings, such guidelines to be applicable to
every campus of the SUNY system; that the UUP Executive Board immediately set up a special “Task Force on
Retrenchment” to:
1. Inform all members in all chapters whenever a retrenchment action appears likely anywhere;
2. To mobilize the resources of UUP as a whole in order to prevent arbitrary retrenchments;
3. To explore new methods of putting maximum pressure on SUNY administrators beyond the formal provisions of Article 35, including picketing, use of adverse publicity, legislative resolutions, ad hoc alliances
with the labor movement and student organizations, lobbying, etc., to block every retrenchment;
4. To conduct an immediate educational campaign so that the general public may be informed of the disastrous consequences of retrenchment upon their public educational system;
5. To authorize that UUP assign continued high priority to lobbying efforts establishing statutory tenure for
the SUNY system;
That all chapters of UUP undertake to (a) develop local and particularly appropriate campaigns to stem
retrenchment and (b) all members welcome retrenched colleagues to new departments with full tenure and
seniority rights, through lend-lease programs, new hires, and any and all creative approaches to saving colleagues’
jobs and income.
DA: 10/05/79
That any hiring of new academic and professional staff that depends for its funding on the termination of already employed faculty and staff will be combated by UUP through picketing, adverse publicity, communication
with those who have been offered appointments to other people’s jobs, and every other means at our disposal;
that we will not accept the term “reallocation” as a pretext for “retrenchment;” that any appointments that are
then followed by a retrenchment order will also be treated by UUP as constituting “hiring during retrenchment”
and will be immediately opposed on the grounds that long-term commitments to those who have already devoted their careers to this institution have priority over promises to prospective employees who have not yet taken
up their duties.
DA: 02/06/81
That all faculty and staff members associated with planning committees be asked to subscribe to the
following principle:
“I will not participate in any plan to name programs or my colleagues for retrenchment and will resign from my
committee if it attempts to do this”;
That UUP will publish the name of all who refuse to subscribe to such a commitment; that if existing committee plans are later used for retrenchment, members who helped formulate them should be asked to repudiate
publicly the improper use of their ideas and good names.
DA: 02/06/81
That the Delegate Assembly reaffirm UUP’s traditional policy calling for non-participation on campus
priorities committees.
DA: 02/05/82
That the UUP Executive Board reaffirms its long-standing policy of opposing participation of UUP
members in campus activities and committees which recommend priorities for layoffs and retrenchment of
university programs and employees and that UUP publicize our position when necessary and appropriate.
EB: 01/13/89
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RETRENCHMENT: From: UUP Policy Manual – Founding Principles (pages 4-7) (continued)
That UUP continue to use every means at its disposal to resist layoffs in any form; and,
That we call upon the local college councils to actively oppose such action by local college managers.
DA: 05/05/90
That UUP mount a campaign of resistance to current and prospective retrenchments and that it
communicate the deeper implications of retrenchments to state policymakers, the public, and members of the
university community, using demonstrations, appropriate media campaigns, intensified lobbying, and other
appropriate means.
DA: 10/12/90
That UUP, at each chapter, demand an impact statement concerning the effects of any retrenchments,
reallocations or reorganizations on programs that foster multicultural, gender and race-related diversity in our
academic curriculum and our community.
DA: 05/04/91

Leave Donation
*UUP Chapter President’s Note: Although Academic and Professional members of the UUP bargaining unit can
receive Leave Donation, only Professionals and Librarians in the UUP bargaining unit as well as those in other
participating unions can donate Leave Donation. This process transcends union lines: for example, the situation
below involves a CSEA member. The only restriction in regard to UUP is that this agreement is limited to the
Professionals as academic leave in UUP is calculated in a different manner. Please read the material below and
consider making a Leave Donation. To make a donation, contact the Human Resources Office. Undoubtedly there will
come times when donations will be solicited on behalf of members of the UUP bargaining unit. Jeanne Clink, of our
Purchasing Department and formerly of the Mail Room as well as part of the CSEA bargaining unit, has exhausted her
leave accruals. Jeanne is the mother of a SUNY Oneonta History major, Samantha. The entire Clink family — Jeanne,
Clarence, Joshua, and Samantha — expresses thanks and appreciation for your help. UUP also thanks you for
considering this request.+
TO:

ELIGIBLE* UUP EMPLOYEES
*Only employees who earn vacation accruals are eligible to donate leave. (Employees who only earn
sick leave may receive donated accruals, but they have no vacation accruals to donate to anyone
else.)

FROM:

BILL SIMONS

RE:

LEAVE DONATION

DATE:

September 2013

, UUP CHAPTER PRESIDENT, ONEONTA

Under an agreement between applicable public employee unions and the State of New York, a program has been established where vacation time can be donated across unions to those who have exhausted their sick leave. On the
Oneonta campus, Jeanne Clink, CSEA, has exhausted her sick leave accruals. Any member of the UUP bargaining unit
who accrues vacation leave can donate vacation days to Jeanne Clink so long as they maintain a balance of 10
vacation days after donated days are deducted from their balances. The identity of donors remains confidential.
If you are interested in donating any accruals to Jeanne Clink, please either go to the following link http://
www.oneonta.edu/admin/humres/HR/HR_images/LEAVE_DONATION_FORM.pdf or contact the Office of Human
Resources at x2509. Your generosity will be greatly appreciated.
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State UUP Outreach Meeting, August 19: New Framework for Regional Advocacy
On August 19th, the State UUP Outreach Committee met. State UUP President Fred Kowal explained the
framework of a new regional Outreach plan to advocate for SUNY and UUP issues with the New York State
Legislators and others. “We have to expand our outreach activities at the district level and make sure our
advocacy efforts remain strong all year,” Kowal said.
Kowal also introduced the new State Outreach Committee Co-chairs Tom Tucker of Buffalo Center and Arty
Shertzer of Stony Brook. They’ll direct regional coordinators who will guide local activists in 13 regions
across the state. UUP Oneonta President Bill Simons was named a regional Outreach coordinator. The new
Outreach framework will strengthen coalitions and engage with state lawmakers in their local offices on a
year-round basis.

UUP Oneonta President Bill Simons makes a point at State Outreach Meeting

UUP Benefits Presentation: Tuesday, October 29th at Noon, Waterfront, Hunt Union
By Mona L. Hughes, UUP Oneonta Benefits Chair
On Tuesday, October 29, Doreen Bango, State UUP Manager of Member Benefits and Fund Administrator, will speak
to UUP members at noon in the Waterfront, Hunt College Union.
This is the opportunity UUP members have been waiting for. This event will be a chance to ask all those important
questions regarding the many benefit changes that came with the new contract.
Please don’t miss this opportunity to learn firsthand about benefits changes and have your questions answered.
A complimentary lunch will be served to those represented by the UUP bargaining unit.

The Sentinel Websites and Disclaimer
Editor’s Note: Statements Made in The Sentinel do not necessarily reflect the opinion of UUP or any of its statewide
representatives.
To go to the UUP Oneonta Chapter website, go to the following link http://www.oneontauup.org/
Norm Payne is the UUP Oneonta Web Master.
The chapter website contains a number of innovative features and links.
The State UUP website is located at www.uupinfo.org . It contains information about members benefits and many other
important topics.
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Continuing and Commemorating the Dream: UUP Participates in 50th Anniversary March
on Washington
By Bill Simons, Chapter President
On Friday night, August 23, 2013, keyed up with memory and expectation of Martin, I departed Oneonta early. My
1998 Toyota Camry arrived in the empty parking lot on the NYSUT Vestal office at about 10 PM. Located in a commercial backwater of Vestal Parkway West, the NYSUT office abuts Hidy Ochia’s Karate school. I slept in my car for a few
hours until awakened by gathering unionists around 2:30 AM. By 3 AM, we filled most of the 29 seats on the white
Shafer bus. Then, we headed to the March on Washington.
NYSUT K-2 teachers and UUPers, active and retired, formed the core of our bus group. Demographically black women
predominated. A few people brought their children. Carol Braund and Mike Lyon, respectively past and current presidents of the UUP Chapter at SUNY Upstate University Medical, were, as always, welcome company. A longtime nurse
supervisor, Carol, now retired, possesses the strength and compassion oft found amongst those in her former profession. Mike, a Ph.D. with research expertise concerning laryngeal muscles and vocal folds, is like myself, a native of
Lynn, Massachusetts. Two women sat directly behind me: one was about 80 and an NAACP veteran, the other, a 60year old nurse, had never participated in political demonstration prior to 18 months ago, and now she was headed for
her 10th rally. Bagels, water, and pastry tarts comprised the bus’ pantry. Two drivers, both great guys, switched off at
the wheel.
By mid-morning, Saturday, August 24, our bus joined the parking
lanes aside RFK stadium. Armed with Metro passes, we boarded
the subway at Stadium and got off at the Smithsonian stop,
walked the Mall and headed toward the Lincoln Monument. In
numbers and demeanor, the assemblage, though not the equal of
1963, was impressive. It was a privilege to be amongst these good
people. Despite the multitude, we located other UUPers on the
Mall who, like us, had largely come by bus.
Our purpose was to commemorate and continue the mission of
the original 1963 March on Washington. The demand for racial
equality and economic justice centered the 1963 March, and the
Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. had invested it with words both
UUPers Bill Simons, Carol Braund, and Mike Lyons
biblical and distinctively American. Fifty years later, our message
was more eclectic. Racism and jobs still punctuated the message in 2013, but so too did immigration reform, education, health care, gay rights, police profiling, gun control, and the assault on the 1965 Voting Rights Acts. Much still
remains undone, but none can gainsay the substantial progress since Martin shared his “I Have a Dream” vision for
America.
In 2013, authentic words were spoken by John Lewis, last surviving organizer of the original march; Martin Luther
King, III, the martyr’s son; Al Sharpton, a provocateur grown wiser; Eric Holder, the first black Attorney General; Nancy
Pelosi, the first women Speaker of the House; AFT President Randi Weingarten; Newark Mayor Cory Booker; the parents of the slain Trayvon Martin; and others. Yet in the soundtrack of our minds, it is still Martin’s voice that we hear:
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: “We hold
these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal.”
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of former
slave owners will be able to sit down together at a table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of injustice and
sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of their character.
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Continuing and Commemorating the Dream (continued)
In the days immediately after the 2013 march, the yearning for
social justice burned bright in communities across American.
And so it was in Oneonta. On the evening of August 27th, we
carried placards aloft while marching from the parking garage
on Water Street to an ecumenical service at the Unitarian Universalist Church on Ford Avenue. Eighty-eight year old Fred Miller reminisced as we walked about his participation in the 1963
march, and Nancy Cannon photographed the event for posterity. Our colleagues Matthew and Michelle Hendley marched
with their children, Jonathon and Sara. For the moment, the
community was one, and there were no strangers. Let us take
refreshment from the scene and resolve that our nation, community, and college will fulfill their best dreams.
2013 D.C. March

Tuesday, August 27 Oneonta March: Michelle, Sara, and Jonathon Hendley, first row, right
(Matthew just out of range of the camera lens)
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50 years ago
Dr. King stood on
those stairs and
spoke of his
“dream”
I wonder if there
was room in that
dream to consider
NYPD’s “STOP
AND SEARCH”
procedure?

Cartoon commentary by Fred Miller, UUP Delegate
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Seamless Transfer/Core Curriculum: Impact on Public Higher Education
What is Seamless Transfer?
Seamless Transfer is SUNY’s plan to facilitate student transfer from SUNY
campuses that offer A.A. and A.S. degrees to SUNY baccalaureate programs by mandating a university-wide General Education program.
The Seamless Transfer process has restrained faculty oversight of curriculum. It has developed in the context of a narrow focus on more rapid degree completion, without acknowledging the full set of factors that affect
student completion patterns. It is connected to a broader agenda to
streamline, increasingly privatize, and drain substantive content from public higher education programs.
What are some of the primary components of Seamless Transfer?
• Standardized acceptance of GE courses across SUNY community colleges and state-operated campuses
• 64-credit limit on associate degrees; 126-credit limit on bachelor’s degrees
• Course availability for transferred students within a prescribed timeline
• Majors declared by students after 30 credits in two-year programs; after 60 credits in four-year programs
• Submission of required program changes by campuses before Dec. 1, 2014
A SUNY-wide General Education curriculum threatens academic freedom and our ability to provide diverse educational experiences in tune with student needs and program specialties.
Pressure to standardize curriculum threatens the academic freedom of educators who design courses in concert with
their respective disciplines and fields.
It compromises SUNY’s ability to offer students the diverse curriculum they need to be prepared for a dynamic and
highly differentiated society.
Extensive curriculum standardization is not justified.
While the goal of facilitating timely student completion of degrees is important, Seamless Transfer goes substantially
beyond what is necessary to improve student completion rates. It is part of a broader set of SUNY goals, most notably to standardize curriculum in order to facilitate increases in online courses with large student enrollments.
Seamless Transfer could lead to the further privatization of public education, which threatens educational quality
and rigor.
Many aspects of Seamless Transfer are aligned with the educational reform agenda funded by private interests, including the Lumina and Gates foundations. This agenda is supported by corporations such as Pearson and Coursera,
which have positioned themselves to take over functions that are the purview of public educators and public-service
providers. “College completion” has been emphasized as the measure of an academic institution’s success, with little
concern for quality education or the need to prepare students for an economy and society that demand flexibility
and broadly defined career readiness.
Seamless Transfer could weaken the curriculum, adversely affecting students from middle- and lower-income
families.
Seamless Transfer plans imply a “core curriculum”—similar to that imposed in K-12—that may compromise diverse
educational objectives and standards. Faculty direction of curriculum is threatened, and more and more curriculum
content decisions may be turned over to profit-seeking corporations, compromising academic standards. A “core
curriculum” at SUNY will further erode educational opportunities in terms of quality and flexibility to meet diverse
student needs and broad educational and career objectives. If Seamless Transfer is fully implemented, standardization of college courses could weaken the curriculum and foster a more sharply tiered public higher education system.
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Seamless Transfer/Core Curriculum: Impact on Public Higher Education (continued)
Concerns about Seamless Transfer Plans
Seamless Transfer runs counter to SUNY’s mission. SUNY was never designed to be a homogenous institution across
all campuses, nor is there justification for transforming its mission as dramatically as Seamless Transfer implies. SUNY’s
plans compromise its mission to “… provide the people of New York educational services of the highest quality ….”
Course quality will be sacrificed in many cases as “cookie-cutter” curricular directives are imposed from above. Seamless Transfer plans also contradict SUNY’s mission that emphasizes diversity and providing educational services and
activities through a system of “diverse campuses which shall have differentiated and designated missions designed to
provide a comprehensive program of higher education, to meet the needs of both traditional and
nontraditional students and to address local, regional and state needs and goals.”
Online courses may be imposed in areas where online delivery is not optimal.
SUNY’s Seamless Transfer objectives depend on the expansion of online education. SUNY is looking to online courses
with high enrollments—not the hiring of additional teaching and support faculty—to meet new directives for course
availability under specific timelines.
There is nothing to stop SUNY from expanding online education in ways that are not consistent with high-quality
online course delivery. Private corporations that create curriculum and online service delivery systems stand to
benefit as “contracting out” for these functions becomes more feasible. This could lead to further privatization of
SUNY’s educational functions, with potential consequences such as additional cuts in courses, programs and services,
and faculty, and an increase in the use of contracting out for the for-profit delivery of courses.
Teaching and professional faculty have not been adequately consulted.
Consultation has involved campus presidents, chief academic officers, and some faculty governance leaders and
committees. The extent to which academics and professionals at the department level have been consulted varies
across institutions. On most campuses, there has been little, if any, campus-wide discussion and analysis of its
implications. The Seamless Transfer process thus far has relied on top-down directives that present SUNY’s plan as
justified and inevitable. There has been very little analysis of its full implications.
Seamless Transfer could lead to longer degree completion time.
The neediest students are less likely to succeed in the streamlined process that Seamless Transfer creates. At the
community college and four-year college levels, students’ time to completion is affected by multiple factors. These
include the need for remedial and “college success” course work, uncertainty regarding educational and career
interests, changes in initial majors as interests and career objectives develop, the desire to pursue more than one
major and/or minors, internship and study abroad experiences that may alter completion paths, employment
demands, and personal and family issues that affect course load and scheduling possibilities (especially for the
increasing nontraditional student population). UUP urges all of its members—especially those involved in campus
governance and curriculum review processes—to demand open review of Seamless Transfer plans and their possible
consequences. Campus dialogue is critical. UUP pledges to work with our members, campus administrators, and SUNY
officials to engage in a full and open review of ways to facilitate transfer of students from community colleges and
colleges of technology to baccalaureate programs at our campuses. Accurate information, transparency, and problemsolving—rather than radical surgery that will remove the heart of our educational institutions—is called for. UUP will
call on the chancellor to redirect SUNY to its essential educational mission and work with us to collaboratively address
problems.
UUP Contact Information
SUNY’s Seamless Transfer documents can be found at:
http://www.suny.edu/provost/MTPSeamlessTransfer6-14-13.pdf and
http://www.suny.edu/provost/academic_affairs/SeamlessTransfer.cfm
Members can contact UUP Oneonta President Bill Simons at William.Simons@Oneonta.Edu for further information
about seamless transfer as well as State UUP Vice President for Academics Jamie Dangler at jdangler@uupmail.org
and State UUP Vice President for Professionals Philippe Abraham at pabraham@uupmail.org
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UUP Labor-Management Meeting Notes
Monday, September 23, 2013
For Management: Nancy Kleniewski (College President) and Lisa Wenck (Senior Executive Employee Services
Officer)
For Labor: Bill Simons (President) and Rob Compton (Vice President for Academics)

1. UUP thanked Management for the union’s inclusion, once again, in the Full-Time Faculty Orientation
A. UUP and Management also discussed their collaboration, though the years, in the Part-Time faculty
Orientation and consideration of potential alternatives to the present framework.
2. UUP and Management discussed the upcoming October 28th Labor-Management Meeting, which will feature a
briefing and discussion from University Police Chief Daniel Chambers. UUP will provide general framework questions for the meeting with Chief Chambers.
3. Management and Labor discussed scheduling the next edition of the on-going Professional Workshop Series.
4. UUP expressed concerns about Faculty Development Funds, including the reduced amount of Faculty Development Funds coming out of the Provost’s Office, the required system of ranking proposals, and the inequity among
the various divisions based on number of faculty members and departments. UUP stated that the $1500 for new
faculty was a positive step. UUP expressed concerns regarding accountability of department based decisionmaking regarding the disbursement of travel funds.
5. UUP and Management together affirmed that the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) is a joint LaborManagement program and that announcements from EAP should so state.
6. UUP and Management discussed the timetable and content concerning the Campus Equity Study. Management
noted its importance and stated that it would take time to fully implement findings and rectify issues. However,
announcement of the first initiatives from the Campus Equity Study will come within the month.
7. UUP asked for the names of Deans’ Advisory Committees and Promotion &Tenure Committee Members. Management noted that this is in the process of finalization and the list will be forwarded when complete.
8. UUP expressed concerns regarding New Faculty Financial Issues resulting from the first paycheck lag and the
debt burden of new Ph.D.s. Management expressed concern over the issues and noted that faculty employees
cannot be paid prior to going on payroll on September 1. However, there are case-by-case issues that new employees can seek a temporary emergency loan. UUP and Management agreed to continue to seek effective solutions to the problem. UUP and Management discussed the small amount of the stipend for moving expenses of
new faculty. Labor and Management discussed the need to address this issue.
9. UUP and Management Discussed Contract Implementation to include On-Call and Recall Provisions, Discretionary Salary Allocation (DSA) Plans including Awards to Adjuncts. UUP reiterated its strong support for an across-the
-board distribution to all UUP Full-Time members with appropriate across-the-board proration for UUP Part-Time
members. UUP and Management discussed the “two-day Uncompensated Leave and Deficit Reduction Plans.”
Management indicated a desire to provide a workshop explaining provisions, upon authorization from the State.
UUP and Management discussed differing perspective regarding the implementation of the Part-Time Deficit Reduction uncompensated leave. UUP also called for the prorated Discretionary Salary Awards (DSA) to become onbase amounts for Part-Time members.
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UUP Labor-Management Meeting Notes (continued)
10. UUP stated that anecdotal evidence concerning the number of Fulltime Tenured or Tenure Track-Faculty who
resigned or took Leave of Absence during the past three academic years suggests an increase. Management
responded that the numbers might show otherwise. UUP requested the numbers by year. UUP clarified that these
numbers should exclude those on sabbatical leave. Management is still gathering the data.
11. Scheduling Fall Semester Part-Time Labor-Management Meeting will be worked out with the UUP Officer for
Contingents.
12. Other Terms and Conditions: UUP discussed a potential change in faculty responsibilities and job description by
deans. Management recognizes that Deans cannot make these changes without further discussion with Human
Resources.
Meeting adjourned at 4:15pm.

Yaser Robles

UUP Oneonta Welcomes New Membership Director: Yaser Robles
UUP Oneonta welcomes Yaser Robles, Lecturer in the Africana and Latino Studies Department, as the new
Chapter Membership Director. Brilliant, energetic, idealistic, and charismatic, Yaser will do a great job as
Membership Director. He is a Honduran native who as a small child moved to the South Bronx where he
grew up. His commitment to cultural understanding and community service has taken him to different
parts of the world including South Africa, Israel, Peru, Brazil, Mexico and Cuba. He has taught at SUNY
Albany and Bronx Community College (CUNY). He holds a B.A. from Brandeis University in Political Science
& Latin American Studies, a M.A. from SUNY Buffalo in Caribbean Cultural Studies, and a Ph.D. in Latin
American, Caribbean, and U.S. Latino Studies from SUNY Albany.
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Contingent Concerns
By J McDermott, Contingent Concerns Officer

Hello again.
It’s October again, and that means there’s already been a Fall 2013 Delegate Assembly, and it
means that the biennial Campus Equity Week (CEW) is coming again. CEW is now an internationally observed event, and it is meaningful for not just adjuncts, but for all faculty, students, and citizens. There were CEW materials distributed to delegates at the UUP Delegate Assembly, and discussions on the topic also took place. Look for an article in the upcoming Voice as well.
Several years ago, a brief history of the origins of CEW was published online; it’s still available at
www.campusequityweek.org/CampusEquityWeek/history.htm . It gives a pretty good idea of
where the campaign originated. At Sentinel press time, the events here at Oneonta are still being
planned; flyers and/or other notifications will go out later in the month. And please remember, this
is not an ‘adjunct only’ observation; if anything, the week is an opportunity for all interested parties to discuss and
organize around the issues of precarious employment within the campus community.
Q: A couple of adjunct instructors recently asked me about maternity benefits.
A: Academic part time employees accumulate sick leave at a pro-rated basis. If you are not getting monthly statements
of the balance in your account, your department secretary should have those documents. There is also contractual
provision for unpaid leave, up to four weeks before the birth and six weeks after it. Both forms of leave extend only
over the period of your contracted employment. The U.S. Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) also provides for up to 12
weeks of unpaid leave with health insurance protection, but again the duration of that coverage for adjuncts is limited
by the term of the individual’s contract. If you take local unpaid leave, you will have to continue making payments into
your health insurance account.
With this brief statement in mind, the UUP Oneonta office at 607-436-2135 or call State UUP at 1-800-342-4206,
because either place will direct you to the best source of complete knowledge. Information is also available on the
State UUP homepage at http://uupinfo.org/ — at the far right end of the menu bar is “Reports & Guides”. Click on that,
then click “more”, and you’ll find the link to the Family Leave Worklife Services Guide; pages 13 & 14 deal specifically
with maternity leave.
If we talk first, either in Oneonta or Albany, we may also be able to help you plan when to reach out to your department chair and to the SUNY Oneonta Human Resources department;
Q: (no A:—because it’s up to you.) The contract provides for a limited number of labor management meetings that are
devoted exclusively to contingent/Part-Time concerns. Even if you can only attend one of these meetings, I’d love to
have a Part-Time member join me at the table. You might be the recording secretary.
If any member has questions or concerns, email them to me at jmcdermott@uupmail.org. Put Oneonta Contingent
Concerns in the subject line. (Of course, you know if it’s matter that demands privacy or discretion, don’t use your
campus email to send the message: use another email address.)
I hope that you recently visited the Project Space Gallery in the Fine Arts Building. The exhibit there from 3 Sept to
11 Oct was “ärt ev TH-ə ajeNGkt” ( “Art of the Adjunct”), and it featured the work of nine part-time Art faculty members. Very nice work, on a great theme.
I know I missed you at the Part-Time Orientation – I wasn’t there because of a personal medical commitment -- and
I got a parking ticket later in the week because I didn’t get my parking pass that evening! Everyone involved was disappointed that the turnout for the event was so low, although everyone who visited benefitted. Neither UUP nor SUNY
Oneonta knows at this point if the Part-Time Orientation can continue. It’s a huge commitment of many people’s time
and energy, and there has to be a balance point of return for that investment.
One event planned for CEW is a workshop to discuss how/when/where to best reach out to contingent members on
campus. Yes, I know outreach might be best done online, but I hate to lose face-to-face meetings, and some actions
need that physical presence. Come to the CEW meetings—Full-Time or Part-Time—and let’s talk.
In solidarity,
J
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Labor Day Editorial: The Daily Star (Oneonta)

The following editorial, entitled “In Our Opinion—Cheers,” appeared on page 5 of The Daily Star (Oneonta) on
Tuesday, September 10, 2013:

To the United University Professions at the State University College at Oneonta for celebrating Labor Day, even if it wasn’t a day off for the union members.
The UUP fought for a decade to make the day a day off, and thanks to members’ work, it
will be, starting next year.
At the SUNY Oneonta campus on Labor Day, UUP members invited faculty, staff and
students to stop by for lemonade and cookies and a moment to celebrate Labor Day and
spread the word about next year.
“We’re looking forward to the celebration that people will have next year,” UUP Chapter
President William Simons said.
“Labor Day is a totem—it’s a symbol of workers,” he added.
We agree. We thank all workers for their contributions, and congratulate the UUP for
accomplishing its goal of honoring those contributions with a well-deserved day off.

SENTINEL QUIZ
By Nancy S. Cannon, Academic Delegate

This U.S. President served as first Chancellor of a university that is
now a part of SUNY. Who is it? The first person to email Nancy
Cannon (cannonns@oneonta.edu) with the correct answer will
receive a UUP cap.
The May quiz asked the following— “Without a mention in
Shakespeare, this bird may not have been introduced to New York
in the late 1890’s. Noted for its ability to mimic human speech, it is
characterized by dark plumage that appears iridescent in some
lighting.” The answer is the European starling. The first correct
answer was provided by John Relethford.
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SUCO Interns and Alumni Promote Healing for Sandy Hook Victims
Thanks to two committed SUCO Psychology Department interns, two alumni, and other supporters of therapeutic
horseback riding, one very special girl whose life was forever changed by the horrific shooting tragedy at Sandy Hook
School in Newtown, Connecticut, will receive a scholarship to Hidden Acres Therapeutic Riding in Naugatuck,
Connecticut, to help her on her path to healing. Both therapeutic riding and therapeutic equine activities provide an
excellent, nonthreatening format for individuals to work on their emotional or physical needs; and the noncompetitive, individualized sessions allow for each rider to work on personal goals while guided by a certified teacher.
When tragedy strikes a school community anywhere in our country, the ripple is felt in the hearts of teachers,
students, parents, and families from coast to coast. Many in our local area who work or volunteer in human services
or therapeutic services felt that seismic wave of emotion after hearing of the tragedy at Sandy Hook School on
December 14, 2012. Holly (Hagenbuch) Bucalos, class of 1979, volunteers at Athelas Therapeutic Riding in Otego and
as a retired teacher of 33 years in public education, she felt the heartache of the tragedy, but wanted to join others in
the outreach to the affected school community. She could see how therapeutic riding benefits those who come to
Athelas and wanted to find a connection that would enable children, family members, teachers, or first responders
from Sandy Hook School to begin a healing journey on a horse.
The first challenge was how to connect those who need therapy with a certified therapeutic riding center. Athelas’
Director, Anneliese Gilchrest, provided information for locating appropriate centers in Connecticut through the
Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship International (PATH International) and Mrs. Bucalos contacted
four centers in the Newtown vicinity. Hidden Acres Therapeutic Riding of Naugatuck replied, enthusiastically saying
that their director, Jeanna Pellino, shared the vision for offering therapeutic riding to the Sandy Hook community.
Athelas Board of Directors voted to approve the project and both volunteers and interns commenced fund raising for
the creation of a scholarship at Hidden Acres. SUCO interns Ms. Amanda Fazzolari, class of 2013, and Ms. Cheryl
Parisian, graduation 12/2013, invested much time and energy to inform both the campus and the Oneonta community of the scholarship project, and moreover, of the rewards found in working with therapeutic riding activities. Thanks to their efforts, the donations
from the campus community, friends, family, members of the board, and
volunteers, a total of $500 was collected to start the scholarship fund. On
June 1, 2013, both Mrs. Bucalos and her husband Frederick Bucalos,
former UUP Oneonta Vice President for Professionals and SUCO alumnus,
delivered the check to the director of Hidden Acres in Naugatuck,
Connecticut. As they toured the facility and met some of the members
who make up the staff and board of Hidden Acres, the horses curiously
A therapeutic riding lesson at Athelas in Otego, NY
greeted them from their stall doors. Kendal, in particular, was introduced
to the guests because of her unique destiny. Ms. Pellino explained how
just before Valentine’s Day, while the plans for the scholarship were being hatched in New York, Kendal’s owner contacted Hidden Acres from her Pennsylvania home to offer the three year old Gypsy Vanner mare as a donation for
therapeutic riding, specifically for participants from Sandy Hook School. Taking a leap of faith, the Hidden Acres Board
approved her adoption and the plans to begin the necessary training. Mrs. Bucalos says, “That day was proof for me
that this scholarship project was meant to be and the healing is already starting. This may be the beginning of a new
source of help and growth for those traumatized by the tragedy, but it will expand beyond the seed we planted.”
Two weeks ago, Hidden Acres director contacted Mrs. Bucalos to say that a girl from Sandy Hook School has been
awarded a full therapeutic riding scholarship for the fall session. The recipient’s mother is currently working toward
her registered nurse certificate. Hopefully soon, both the student and her parent will be able to share with those in
their circle the benefits of therapeutic riding and the sentiments of Winston Churchill, “There is something about the
outside of a horse that is good for the inside of a man,” or a woman, or a child.
Please visit Athelas web site: www.athelastherapeuticriding.org to find out more on local therapeutic riding opportunities, how you can be involved, become a volunteer, or plan a visit. Or, call Athelas in Otego at 607-783-2321. All are
welcome!
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MOM’S BLUEBERRY BUCKLE
By Janet Frankl, Professional Delegate, and Jim Frankl
(Editor’s Note: Professional Delegate Janet Frankl and her husband Jim are excellent chefs. They serve as cooks at Saturday’s
Bread.)

2 1/3 C all-purpose flour

3/4 C whole (or 2%) milk

2 tsp. baking powder

2 1/2 C fresh blueberries (can use partially thawed frozen)

1/2 tsp. Salt

1 Tbsp. fresh lemon juice

3/4 C unsalted butter at room temperature (salted will also work fine)
3/4 C sugar

1/2 tsp. ground cinnamon

1 Large egg lightly beaten

1/4 tsp. fresh grated nutmeg

METHOD:
1. Pre-heat oven to 375°. Grease a 9” square baking pan.
2. Into medium bowl, sift (or stir together thoroughly) 2 C flour, baking powder & salt.
3. In large bowl, with mixer on medium-high speed, beat 1/2 C butter until smooth. Add 1/2 C sugar & beat until
light & fluffy. Reduce speed to medium and beat in egg until combined. Beat in flour mixture alternating with
milk until combined (start & end with the flour mixture), scraping bowl as needed. Pour into prepared pan.
4. In bowl, toss blueberries with lemon juice. Sprinkle over batter in pan.
5. In another bowl, stir together cinnamon, nutmeg, remaining 1/3 C flour & 1/4 C sugar. Add remaining 4 Tbsp.
butter & blend together with pastry blender or fork until formed into large crumbs. Sprinkle over blueberries.
6. Bake 50 minutes or until toothpick comes out mostly clean. Cool slightly in pan. Cut into squares. Serve
warm or at room temperature. Store refrigerated up to 3 days.
Makes 9 servings: 365 calories, 5 g protein, 49 g carbs, 17 g total fat (10 g saturated), 2 g fiber, 63 mg cholesterol,
270 mg sodium.
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Dangers of Fracking
*Editor’s Note: Excerpted from Sandra Steingraber and Dr. Kathleen Nolan, “PA County Shows Possible Dangers of Fracking,” Binghamton Press & Sun-Bulletin, September 8, 2013, 2C.+
As Gov. Andrew Cuomo sends Health Commissioner Nirav Shah around the country to look at the health impacts of
fracking, we hope he is looking at Washington County, Pa. Early results from an on-the-ground public health assessment
indicate that environmental contamination is occurring near natural gas drilling sites and is the likely cause of associated
illnesses.
This is alarming. According to this assessment, in one small county of about 200,000 people, 27 people thought they
were getting sick and went to a single rural health clinic and fracking was determined be a plausible cause.
Since drilling has only been going on for six years, it does not include chronic illnesses that can take years to manifest.
*****
The early results from the Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental Health Project study implicate air contamination as
the likely cause of three-quarters of the associated illnesses so documented. In some cases, starkly elevated levels of
fracking-related air pollutants were found in the air inside of people’s homes. This is an unacceptable problem:
breathing is mandatory and, while a drinking water source might be replaced, air cannot.

Questionnaire for Governor Cuomo
(after Wendell Berry)

By Roger W. Hecht, Assistant Professor, English, and UUP Member
When the ponds and streams are drained dry
& pumped underground,
when the back roads, barely paved, are pulverized,
breaking under the wheels of caravan trucks
bearing tractors, bearing drill rigs, bearing
mile after mile of tanker tubes bearing
millions of gallons of some river
siphoned from somewhere else,
when the hillsides are cracked and veined
in a lacework of pipelines & trunklines
& pumping stations to push the gas through
& occasional detonation,
when the treetops blaze in the gas vent flare
when the fields and riverbeds crack & volcano
methane & mudflows,
when cement casings crack as they’re bound to do
from the tourniquet pressure of frack & release
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Dangers of Fracking (continued)
& the fugitive chemicals migrate beyond
all possible border control,
Governor, tell us:
Whose wells will be corrupt
With methane, benzene, & diesel fuel?
Can you give us their names & addresses,
& will you drink the water?
Which herds will we sicken when
flowback & blowout spill spatter their pastures?
Which vineyards will we shutter when
consumers boycott wines from the gasland?
Which school buses will be run off the road by
heavy truck traffic & out of state drivers?
Can you identify by district & bus number,
by date & time & ditch?
Whose children do you choose to get asthma
from methane leaks, from pumping station emissions,
& which kids will metastasize
from naphthalene, toluene, and radon?
Please, Governor, name each child & the organs involved.

Anti-Fracking Protest in New York. Citation: Photo by Owen Crowley.
In Scott K. Johnson, “How the EPA Linked “fracking” to Contaminated Well Water,” ars technica, Dec. 9, 2011.
http://arstechnica.com/science/2011/12/how-the-epa-linked-fracking-to-contaminated-well-water/
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New Faculty Majority Statement in response to President Obama's August 22, 2013
Speech at SUNY Buffalo
*Editor’s Note: The New Faculty Majority (NFM) issued the following response to President Obama’s August 22,
2013, speech concerning higher education. The New Faculty Majority defines its mission as follows: “NFM is dedicated to improving the quality of higher education by advancing professional equity and securing academic freedom for
all adjunct and contingent faculty. For this purpose, NFM engages in education and advocacy to provide economic
justice and academic equity for all college faculty. NFM is committed to creating stable, equitable, sustainable, nonexploitative academic environments that promote more effective teaching, learning, and research.” See NFM is dedicated to improving the quality of higher education by advancing professional equity and securing academic freedom
for all adjunct and contingent faculty. For this purpose, NFM engages in education and advocacy to provide economic
justice and academic equity for all college faculty. NFM is committed to creating stable, equitable, sustainable, nonexploitative academic environments that promote more effective teaching, learning, and research.” Further information about NFM is available at http://newfacultymajority.info/equity/learn-about-the-issues/mission-a-identity/
nfm-mission-statement#sthash.IVzBb7Wh.dpuf+

While New Faculty Majority appreciates the efforts of the Obama administration to address the critical
problem of the skyrocketing cost of higher education and its effects, particularly on the students and faculty who are saddled with crippling student debt, we call on the administration to consider more carefully the
full ramifications of the policies it is currently advocating.
Ironically, the majority of the faculty at colleges nationwide work in conditions (making less than $25,000
per year working full time hours) that do not allow them to repay their own student debt, if college teaching is their primary source of income. Like other workers in the US, college instructors have seen their profession turn into low-wage, part-time, unbenefited jobs rather than into respected employment capable of
supporting a family. The policies that the president is advocating in his new plan would exacerbate, not alleviate, this problem.
If the president wants to hold colleges accountable, then he should demand that they disclose the numbers
and working conditions of the majority of the faculty, and acknowledge the significant research that shows
that faculty working conditions are among the most critical factors affecting student success. He would admit that graduation rates are meaningless at institutions where faculty are discouraged from holding the
highest standards possible by adjuncts' economic precarity and lack of access to meaningful due process
protections, and by tenure-track faculty's out-of-control tenure requirements.
If he were to talk to students as we do on a daily basis, he would learn that they don't want MOOCs and
other quick fixes that are being implemented without input from students or faculty. He would learn that
the vast majority of students, especially the most disadvantaged, crave what students at elite institutions
take for granted: accessible, supported faculty able to engage in the basic human interaction and mentoring at the heart of good teaching, the intellectual research at the foundation of good teaching, and the intelligent use of technology -- not as a substitute for real teaching and learning, but as a tool in the service of
human beings rather than as a cog in the machine of what has become the big business of higher education
"reform."
Students spoke in this recent Public Agenda report http://www.publicagenda.org/files/student_voices.pdf,
but interestingly it was barely noticed by anyone in higher education. Among its findings: "Advisors, counselors, and faculty members who offer support and guidance that is accurate, accessible, and tailored to
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New Faculty Majority Statement (continued)
students’ educational and career goals are in high demand and can be hard to come by." They are hard to
come by because institutions have created working conditions that place significant obstacles to their accessibility.
Higher education has a history of imposing "high quality/low cost" strategies without regard for their hidden
and long term costs. Employing 75% of the faculty on a temporary basis has been the most devastating in
terms of fiscal and human costs, and we are alarmed by the likelihood that policies currently being proposed
will perpetuate such effects. The employment of faculty on temporary contracts has extracted quality teaching out of dedicated faculty members not because of a basically exploitative employment structure but in
spite of it. It has devastated a valuable human resource, churning through several generations of college faculty and turning college teaching into something that people do only if they can afford to, and at the high
cost of respect, proper remuneration, and retirement. And of course significant research compiled by the
Delphi Project on the Changing Faculty and Student Success (www.thechangingfaculty.org) shows the detrimental effects of degraded faculty working conditions on student learning conditions, especially the learning
conditions of the most vulnerable, least advantaged students.

The Glimmer of Glimmerglass: World-Class Opera and Musical Theater Company
By Nancy S. Cannon, Academic Delegate and Librarian
The Glimmerglass Festival is located eight miles north of Cooperstown on the
shore of Otsego Lake. The summer 2013 season featured performances of The
Flying Dutchman, Camelot, King for a Day, and Passions. Four hours driving
distance from the nearest major metropolitan area may not seem a likely place
for a world-class opera and musical theater company. This remarkable achievement reflects generous financial support from all segments of the community
and beyond as well as countless hours of volunteer time. The curtain first went
up at Cooperstown High School in 1975. The Alice Busch Opera Theater opened
in 1987. Glimmerglass Festival now attracts opera
connoisseurs from around the world.

at Glimmerglass

I first attended an opera, Die Walküre, many years ago at the Metropolitan Opera in New York City. I can still hear the
thundering Ride of the Valkyries in the recesses of my mind. The man in the seat next to me, bouncing up and down in
his seat to the rhythm of the music and waving his arms, seemed as if he were riding through the heavens with the
Valkyries (fortunately he did not imitate their battle-cry). And then he left, leaving the seat next to me empty.
After a hiatus of about twenty years, in 2011, I again attended an opera, this time the Glimmerglass production of
Carmen as a birthday present from Bill. Wow! We both wished we'd discovered the Glimmerglass Festival sooner. In
2012, we attended an outstanding performance of The Music Man (how could we resist a musical featuring a librarian?) starring Cooperstown native and SUNY-Purchase graduate turned international opera star Dwayne Croft. And
this time I felt like marching to the tune of "Seventy-six Trombones".
On July 14th of this year, which is both Bastille Day and my birthday, Bill and I were enthralled by Glimmerglass’ dramatic production of The Flying Dutchman. The company brought moving voice to Richard Wagener’s tale of the devil’s
curse, love, redemption, and tragedy.
Information on programs, tickets, donations, and volunteer opportunities are available on the Glimmerglass Festival
website: glimmerglass.org/ .
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Vietnam -- The “Different” War
By Ira Cooperman, Vietnam Veteran

As the annual observance of Veterans Day approaches next
month, my thoughts turn to the Vietnam War -- the central
event of my life. It was, to paraphrase several historians, an
epic event -- not only for me, but for millions of others.
Vietnam was both the longest single war and the most sustained revolutionary effort of the 20th century, lasting for
the Vietnamese people from 1945 to 1975, ending when Ho
Chi Minh’s forces entered Saigon on April 30th.
The cost of human suffering was monumental. The war
produced millions of displaced persons -- estimated at onethird of the population and over half of the peasantry.
In the United States, a different kind of disorientation was
experienced, for the Vietnam War had a powerful impact
on American life. It also was the most challenging military
experience in U.S. history.

Veteran Ira Cooperman at travelling Vietnam Wall:
Saturday, May 25, 2013

Only now, after decades of avoidance and silence, as well as our experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan, are Americans coming to terms with Vietnam, a war that deeply divided the country.
In fact, it wasn’t even called a “war.” Most memorials in state capitals which contain lists of the casualties of
America’s military actions use expressions such as the “Vietnam Era” or the “Viet Nam Conflict” on its monuments.
No such euphemisms are possible for the 58,200 Americans, two million Vietnamese, 200,000 Cambodians, and
100,000 Laotians who were killed in a war that for America lasted more than 15 years.
Whatever history books call it, I know it was war. For I was there, serving as an Air Force intelligence officer from
1965-66, first stationed at Tan Son Nhut Air Base in Saigon, then at Udorn Royal Thai Air Base in northeast
Thailand.
It’s important to note that Vietnam was a different war. Politically, militarily, and in its outcome, Vietnam did not
resemble what I learned in school about America’s other military conflicts.
In Vietnam, the U.S. triumphed over no evil empires, and the troops did not receive a joyous homecoming. Most
of us went to Vietnam ignorant of the people and cultures of Southeast Asia and came back more confused than
ever.
During the war, our civilian government and military establishment busily manufactured disinformation, disseminating it at daily news briefings in downtown Saigon sarcastically known as the “Five o’clock Follies.”
Bloody events, which included the coordinated attacks that occurred throughout Vietnam as part of the Tet (New
Year) Offensive of 1968, and the My Lai Massacre of March 1968, and the Kent State shootings in 1970, all contributed to making Vietnam a different war.
Another significant difference was the media coverage; this was the first war the American public was forced-fed
through television.
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Vietnam -- The “Different” War (continued)

The staging of the war in living rooms throughout the world did not guarantee any less bias or more realism than any
other selected or censored versions. If anything, TV may have made the Vietnam War still less real than other wars,
seen as it was, in full color but small scale, wedged between the dominant cultures’ other fictions, competing with
war movies and sitcoms.
Only the best informed were able to sift out accurate news. Fortunately there were journalists, such as David
Halberstam and R.W. Apple, Jr. of the New York Times, and Jack Foisie and Ruben Salazar of the Los Angeles Times,
who refused to accept our government’s half-truths.
And there were academics like Prof. Bernard Fall who tried to warn Americans of the quagmire that the war was
becoming despite our leaders’ best intentions.
Vietnam also was a different war “in-country” -- for Americans stationed in Vietnam. Different in the cities, in the
villages, in the field and in the rear. Different in a helicopter, or an F-4 jet fighter, or a B-52 bomber. Different in the
Delta, the Highlands, the DMZ, in Laos or Cambodia. Different on the rivers, in the mud, in the hospitals.
Some soldiers never saw Saigon. Some never left the Saigon area.
It was a different war for women -- the American women who volunteered for Vietnam, the millions at home waiting
for their men, and the millions of Vietnamese women.
For women serving in Vietnam (most were nurses), it was a question of survival. Note well the names on the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., of eight American women who died in Vietnam.
It was a different war for people of color, who were drafted in disproportionate numbers, as their white middle- and
upper-class counterparts got college or medical deferments, or left the country in protest.
Today once again it is a different war in its physical and emotional aftermath:





For the Vietnamese still dying from unexploded ordnance left behind.
For the Vietnamese and Americans suffering the effects of Agent Orange and other toxic chemicals absorbed
decades ago.
For refugees -- for those boat people who survived, and for those who did not; for those who relocated and are
still struggling to adjust to foreign cultures.
And for all who served and were afflicted with Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).

Finally, it is seen as a different war today than it was 40 or 50 years ago -- for those who cannot forget it, whether
they were in Vietnam or not; for those who cannot remember it because they were too young; and for those of all
ages who look at Vietnam through the lens of current events.
Vietnam offered no great battles and no clearly defined enemy. Its casualties included Americans’ sense of trust in
their government and the broad national consensus that had defined American foreign policy since World War II.
This has made just about any discussion of the war -- or its warriors -- inherently polarizing, with a built-in unhappy
ending.
As we approach Veterans Day next month, let’s welcome home all veterans who have ever served our country.
That’s the least they deserve.
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UUP Gets Golf Cart Tour with Associate Vice President for Facilities Tom Rathbone

To keep the College community knowledgeable
about physical facilities, SUNY Oneonta Associate
Vice President for Facilities and Safety Tom
Rathbone invites individuals from various components of the campus to accompany him on his
ubiquitous campus inspections. For years, Tom
has graciously included UUP on the list of invitees. On Thursday, August 29, 2013, UUP Oneonta Chapter President Bill Simons accompanied
Tom on his afternoon inspection. They travelled
by golf cart. This was Bill’s 11th annual golf cart
tour with Tom. These tours provide information
that facilitates Labor-Management discussions
about physical facilities.
Numerous construction sites punctuated campus
this summer. Supervising campus facilities is
Tom at the wheel with Bill
comparable to managing the physical infrastructure
of a small city. The largest summer project remains the ambitious, on-going rehab of Fitzelle. Given its scope,
Fitzelle has a target completion date of summer 2014.
Summer infrastructure and sustainability projects also entailed: new parking lots at MacDuff and Alumni Field
House, a new hot water system for the Chase Physical Education Building, a new HVAC system in Alumni Hall,
paving in various locations, sidewalk and curb replacements in various locations, new windows for Wilsbach Hall,
new offices in the Science I building, landscaping in front of Alumni Hall, new steam/steam condensate lines
between Human Ecology and Hulbert, new hot water lines in Hulbert Hall, repaving of Hulbert Hall service drive,
and restoration of 3rd floor of Matteson Hall from fire damage.
Energy savings and feasibility remain the watchwords. In addition to the preceding projects, a still evolving
Master Plan for facilities augurs significant construction in the decade ahead. Tom is excited about the campus’
future.
A recipient of the Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Service, Tom supervises
facilities planning, facilities operations, energy management, infrastructure, construction and Environmental Health & Safety. He coordinates many notable infrastructure
improvements and additions at the College. From blueprints to materials to costs to
personnel, Tom expertly directs construction, operations, and safety.
Many of us who have gone on golf cart tours of the College with Tom can attest to his
commitment and vision. The first impression many prospective students and visitors
have of the College derives from the physical plant, and thanks to Tom and his team
that is one of the College’s great assets.
UUPers provided Dennis Hoffman, Mike Kinsella, Hilgrove Delancy, Janet Frankl,
Norm Payne, Rick Roberts and Scott Barton contributed oversight for most of the
summer projects. They continue, as always, to provide great leadership in Facilities
Operations, keeping the campus running and looking great.

Tom and Norm Payne, Assistant
Director, Facilities, and UUP Vice
President for Professionals
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Polling Student Preferences
Dr. Paul W. Bauer, Assistant, Professor of Economics, and Member, UUP
Today’s Oneonta students are extremely diverse, at least as reflected in their entertainment preferences. I polled my
two large Economic Principles classes last spring on their favorite movies and TV shows. The results surprised me, who
like many instructors, grew up when there were fewer media outlets.
In both classes, almost every student had a unique favorite movie and TV show. Each class had 49 responses. For
favorite TV show it only took 5 votes. Favorite movie was even more diffuse, needing only 2 or 3 votes depending on
the class.
•
–
–

1 PM Class
Favorite TV show of all time: “Friends” (5/49, 32 different)
Favorite Movie of all time: “Forrest Gump” (3/49, 42 different)

•
–
–

2 PM Class
Favorite TV show of all time: “Game of Thrones” (5/49, 33 different)
Favorite Movie of all time: 4-way tie, “Forrest Gump,” “Legally Blond,” “Step Brothers,”
and “Hangover” (2/49, 45 different)

Oneonta Chapter Participates in Joint UUP-CSEA Delhi Event
The Delhi chapters of UUP and CSEA held their annual start of the College year gathering on Friday, September 13,
2013. The Delhi families of UUP and CSEA filled the American Legion hall with good spirits and union solidarity. Delhi
Chapter President John Taylor and fellow union leaders, from both UUP and CSEA, did a great job hosting the event.
UUP Oneonta representatives attended at John’s invitation, and our observations inspire us to emulate this great
example of collaboration across union lines.

UUP Delhi President John Taylor welcomes
Oneonta Chapter President

Delhi UUP-CSEA Solidarity
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